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Introduction
This design was mainly done in a Mind map format using Inspiration 9. In the centre are the anchor
points of the Design web, the framework used for this design, using its icons. As can be seen from the
two different maps, the design was incremental: I added new elements and reflections.
Below the mind maps is the bullet point translation of the original design map with some later additions
in blue and incremental reflections written below that. The indents/numbering reflect the levels of
bubbles from the centre outwards.
I changed the title after attending Looby MacNamara’s presentation of her Social design portfolio and
taking note of learning how the title of a design is like an intention. Changing from ‘Sciatica treatment’ to
‘Ease of movement’, felt like a much more positive & effective focus.

Mind map of original design Dec16.
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Incremental & Final design 19Aug17
Mind map transposed into bullet points:
Vision
I.

Healthy supple, active body
A. Display positive affirmation

Helps
I.

II.

Resources:
A. Herbs, exercises, therapies
B. Skills
Physical & emotional support
A. friends, family, students, home mates

Limits
I.

Limiting mindset:
Reinforcing language:
Too much work
A. dependency, I can't do anything, I am useless
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B. I can't walk, movement makes it worse
C. Strategic plan to reduce workload
D. Louise Hay on Sciatica: "Probable Cause: Being hypocritical. Fear of money and of future.
New thought pattern: I move into my greater good. My good is everywhere, and I am
secure and safe."
Reframing limiting self-beliefs
Self-limiting phrases
I can’t do anything, I am useless,
I am a lesser human being
I can’t walk, movement makes it worse

I have no working future
I am in pain

Self-supporting phrases
I can do seated work, singing, coaching, talking,
bringing my best self, I can bring my gifts
I am worthy & as special as anyone else
When I walk slowly and with relaxation I can walk
well,
Some gentle movement keeps me supple
Movement helps
I can hone my work towards less physically
demanding work
I can find some movement in my body that feels good
I can help myself through dancing
I can manage / reduce pain through the breath

Patterns
I.

When it feels better, doing more too quickly
Want to do too much
Noticing an inclination to slowing down, withdrawing

Ideas
I.

Take charge / responsibility for my healing
Design a menu of helping factors

Action
I.

SMART goals
A. Goals:
Reduce Inflammation (& relieve pain)
Release Muscle Spasm
Balance Body Structures & Systems
Nourish
1. Commit to gentle exercises twice a day for a week, then reassess
2. Epsom bath min twice/wk
3. Homeopathic arnica
Glucosamine
St John’s Wort oil
4. Nature quest to find affirmations
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5. Professional Treatment support, weekly until improvement
revisit physiotherapy within 1 month
Integration
I.

Function: health, movement pain-free
Systems:
A. Herbs
1. Anti-inflammatory: turmeric
Nerve pain: St John's Wort oil, Valerian tincture
B. Nutrition
1. Detox end Jan
limit sugar
Glucosamine, MSM, Chondroitin
2. Nettle, comfrey, burdock
C. Exercise
1. Support back & stretch hip:
Yoga & NHS exercises
2. Breath: Healing outbreath
relaxation
D. Treatment
1. Bowen Technique
Cranial osteopathy
Physiotherapy
Acupuncture
Massage
Network Spinal Analysis
Acupuncture & Chinese herbs
E. Mindset / attitude
1. Nature quest
Affirmations
Prayer
Resilience thinking
Canupa
Nature time
Mindfulness
F. Pain relief
1. Heat:
hot water bottle è Wheatbag
hot bath + epsom salts, essential oils: chamomile, clary sage, lavender
2. Hydration
drink 1.5 ltr/d
Infusion: nettle, lemon balm, oat, licorice
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Principles
I.

Problem = solution
A. Opportunity to increase health & balance overall
B. see also
Appreciation
II. Obtain a yield
A. Additional health benefits:
III. Diversity
A. Use a range of methodologies & treatments covering body, mind, heart & spirit
IV. Apply self-regulation & accept feedback
A. Monitor progress
1. Diary pain levels and actions taken
Momentum
I.

Time frame in goals
Commitment to self-care

Appreciation
I.

See Principles
Problem = solution:
gifts / lessons learned
A. Empathy with other people in pain, immobility, illness
B. Accepting support, is also a gift for the giver
1. Opportunity
to learn
to step up
to be in service
C. Time to slow down & create more balance

Reflection
I.

Feels comprehensive. Doing design already feels more empowering
Reassess after a week & 1 month
Keep diary

Pause
I.

Listen to the need for more quiet space & time
Nature quest
Take it easy
Slow down generally,
A. reassessing work is in progress
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Reflection 7th Feb 2017
Initially doing this design felt very empowering: taking charge of my healing, rather than passively
handing it over to therapists.
I made a monitoring chart (see Appendix A for sample) and tracked herbs taken, water intake, therapies,
hot baths & exercises. However after less than a couple of weeks I lost momentum because I could see
from the monitoring that despite multiple actions, it wasn’t (didn’t seem to be) helping and in fact the
pain has gradually been getting worse.
Today was the start of a new direction of alternative therapy, focusing on relaxation and starting again
with paying attention to my thoughts & mindset. Letting go of the belief that the pain is getting worse
and relaxing at any opportunity, knowing that will reduce the pain.
I also attended the hospital spinal clinic for a first referral and was told again to take painkillers, though
they are not effective and have unpleasant side effects. A scan is needed and a likely outcome is spinal
injections and possibly surgery.
I remain hopeful that I can get better with natural strategies.
Reflection 26th April 2017
After talking to David, it feels like a lot of loose ends are coming together. Saw 3 buzzards today, quite
white ones, feels like I’ve got an overview again and can take stock and see what’s done and what’s
missing. Drew squirrel card, have been gathering resources, lots of healing in the bank, may need to shed
some stuff, make some space.
Saw Mike Pringle today, acupuncturist, who reassured me that I have done the emotional / energetic
work and that the back now needs some support to get some space back. That it needs feeding (as Sho
and Benita also pointed out), so now have a clearer plan about supplements and nutrition.
He also has the bigger picture energetically, with Yin deficiency and stagnation in middle, hot body, cold
feet. And said that my nerves are making an appropriate response.
Claire also gave feedback that things have shifted, that I’m meeting it head on, that she’s there as a
support, that the Spinal Network Analysis will continue to support me.
Chatting with Steve and David also gave more clarity about the night it started and carrying too much
after a night in service dealing with a breathing issue and finding my grief, seeing how it might go. Then
going back to teaching and being inspected.
Could have a chat with my back, which I started this week and gave my gratitude today for its holding
me up all these years through everything. Also could chat with the ancestors to check if they have any
issue with me. And with my guides… focus on quiet mind through senses and Canupa and journeying?
And sitspot after praying, not before. Ruth and Steve asking about my vision quest and what did I learn
and the theme of keeping focus and paying attention whatever is going on, including pain, which has
been so distracting.
Think I need to add a physical therapy too.
Reflection 19th Aug 2017
A few days after the steroid injection 3rd May, I started getting a breather from the pain and kept up the
main therapies and supplements. I added high awareness of movement and relaxing tense back and
shoulders. Pain kept reducing and I kept needing to find new levels of movement. Holistic support
through acupuncture and a better understanding given by a friend physiotherapist, allowed me to
manage myself better.
It felt key to acknowledge gratitude along the way and now it feels so much better, so I did a couple a
Wopila prayer-tie sessions to give thanks to all the people and other factors that have contributed. I have
a clear sense of being surrounded by a web of wellbeing, woven there by me to bring in the various
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supports needed and added to by many.

Summary of what helped in response to question from Philip Hartnoll, Cario sacral therapist, who
helped early on:
it was a combination of many things:
• the main therapies that felt significant were acupuncture (Michael Pringle) and Spinal Network
Analysis (Claire Ryan).
• Then it was supplements and herbs: activated turmeric, vit D & C, MSM, chondrointin &
glucosamine, iodine, epsom salts, nettle tea, fly agaric tincture, applied externally
• positive intention, prayers and visualisations, including from loved ones, keeping hope for
recovery alive, and determination not to let it get to surgery
• I also had the steroid injection which gave some respite from the pain spasms
• an understanding of the mechanics and of chronic pain
• once movement started to be more possible, dancing as a joyous way of gently feeling into the
body and stretching
• various spiritual and energetic healing, including structural healing, repairing the energetic
blueprint, some homeopathic remedies to support that
• emotional tracking of the issues that arose as a result
• gratitude for the gifts / lessons
• trusting in the bigger picture of this happening for a reason at this time
It’s good to sum them up.
This is my journey, and people may need to find their own.
Reflection 4th Oct 2017
Gratitude for the learning as it still continues:
Linked to the image of being surrounded by a globe of healing (see above), there are also many healing
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strands to this work.
It has taught me about healing in general and how it’s usually not a quick fix, 1-strand solution, but
actually part of a life journey.
The gratitude also continues each time I’m doing something I wouldn’t have been able to, I walk, stand,
dance with gratitude.
Appendix A
Back Tracking Klaudia
How does back
/ leg feel

How do I feel

What was I
thinking

Who am I with

What was I
doing
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